
TEACHING SCENARIO 

 

 

1. Lesson/subject : Our Sky  

2. Time allocation : 40-60 minutes 

3. Objectives/goals : Student masters vocabulary about things in the sky 

4. Language focus : "What's this?", "What color is ...?" 

5. Target vocab : sun, moon, star, cloud, rainbow, sky 

Review vocab : red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, white 

6. Media   

a. Flashcards : sun, moon, stars, cloud, rainbow, wind 

b. Printable : Our Sky Draw worksheet 

c. Songs  : The Rainbow Song, Twinkle-twinkle little star 

d. Material : 

- Colored pieces of paper: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, white,  

- Tape to stick the colored paper to the walls 

- Colored crayons or pencils 

- Computer or something to play the song on. 

7. Lesson overview: 

Warm up:  

Singing hello song and greeting attendance 

Homework check 

 

Learning and practice 

Teach vocab “sky” 

Teach vocab “rainbow” 

Review about color 

Teach vocab “sun” and “moon” 

New vocab “star” and “cloud” 

Games jump on it 

Our Sky Worksheet 

 

Wrap up 

Play “Stand on one leg questions" 

Sing Goodbye song 

Do “Quick check” 

 

8. Lesson Procedure: 

 

Warm Up:  

− Singing hello song and greeting attendance in the one time the lyrics will be:  

Hello, hello  

How are you today? 

Hello, hello  
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How are you today?  

 

I’m fine, thank you,  

I’m fine, thank you,  

I’m fine, thank you,  

And how about you?  

 

Hello, hello  

How are you today? 

Hello, hello  

How are you today? (mention student name)  

*note: do that to all student.  

 

− Do the homework check  

Check each student’s homework of the last meeting, give a corrections on it and don 

not forget to give them praises so they can be more motivated to learn. Last, tell 

student to save their homework back in their bag. 

Learning and practice 

1. Teach vocab “sky” 

Ask student to look at the window and tell what they see in the sky. Prepare a big box 

named “Treasure box” and tell student that everything in the sky is inside the box. 

Then take out the sky flashcard and telling them what it is about, after that put it on 

whiteboard. 

 

2. Teach vocab “rainbow” 

Still using the “Treasure box” teacher catch student attention by ask student to guess 

what is inside the box. Teacher takes out a rainbow flashcard and asking student to 

guest what it is, teacher mention some student name to guess that. Next teacher drill 

student to say “rainbow” after that singing Rainbow song together 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqRBxO2GDFA)  

 

3. Review about color 

Play a color touch. Put a piece of paper with different color around the class, makes 

sure that student able to reach. Ask student to touch the correct color based on teacher 

instruction about rainbow color. The instruction can be “Touch blue!” and show them 

how you run and touch blue. Attract student attention to do the same. Do not forget to 

give them praises after that to students who touch fastest or to who the most correct 

touch the color.  

 

4. Teach vocab “sun” and “moon” 

Back to the Treasure box and takes out sun and moon flashcard. Explain them with 

gestures and body language that can attract student attention. Show the flashcard to 

student and ask what it is about, the color and name. Example: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqRBxO2GDFA


Teacher : What is this? 

Student : ??? 

Teacher : Sun, what’s? 

Student  : Sun 

Teacher : What color it is? 

Student : Yellow 

Teacher : Right, it’s yellow.  

Tell the different between sun and moon, like sun is in the day and moon is in the 

night.  

 

5. New vocab “star” and “cloud” 

Show the flashcard about star. Drill student to say “Star.” Sing Twinkle-twinkle little 

star (http://youtu.be/yCjJyiqpAuU) and connecting the lyrics with “sky” after that, 

recalling student about “sky” and showing cloud flashcard and telling the 

differentiation between sky and cloud.  

 

6. Games Jump on it 

Spreads all flashcard in the floor and ask all students to stand up. Based teacher 

instruction, ask student to jump in the flashcard which teacher point out the vocab. 

The instruction like, “Jump in sky” Give reward to the student that have the most 

correct answer like a little praises. 

 

7. Our Sky Worksheet 

Give worksheet to student about Our Sky, student are asked to draw the things in the 

sky and also to coloring that.  In the end, student are allows to present and tell their 

worksheet about in front of the class.  

 

Wrap up: 

− Play "Stand on one leg questions" 

Get everyone to stand on one leg.  Ask each student in turn a question. If they get the 

question right they can sit down.  If they get it wrong they must remain standing on one 

leg until the turn comes around to them again.  This should be fun and quick. 

 

− Sing "Goodbye Song" or a Review Song  

The "Goodbye Song" is a good way to sign off the class. Sit together in a circle and sing 

and clap along. Teacher can also use a different song, especially if the students love a 

particular song. The Goodbye song lyrics: 

 

Goodbye, goodbye, 

See you again. 

Goodbye, goodbye, 

See you again. 

 

It’s time to go, 

http://youtu.be/yCjJyiqpAuU


It’s time to go, 

It’s time to go, 

See you next time. 

 

Goodbye, goodbye, 

See you again. 

It’s time to go, 

See you next time. 

 

− Do "Quick Check" 

Time to leave the class. Make sure everything is put away and the students have gathered 

their belongings. Make student line up at the door and teacher place between the door and 

the students. For each student check one new word that they get form the today lesson or 

teacher can ask them to touch an object/flashcard they’ve learned (e.g. "Touch the star"). 

When student give you an answer say goodbye and let them leave. 

 

 

 

 


